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QUALITY IN A

SERVICE OR PRODUCT

IS NOT WHAT YOU

PUT INTO IT.  IT IS

WHAT THE CUSTOMER

GETS OUT OF IT



Imperial Furniture has its own upholstery

department specialized in beds.

This makes us unique in the costa with

the big advantage that we can make

everything in a maximum of 4 weeks but

if necessary and possible even in 1 week.

If it is a bed, box spring bed, headboard

or bed base, you choose the model and

we upholster it in any size and material of

your choice.

 

 

ABOUT

CUSTOM-MADE BEDS

PROVIDING

TOP-QUALITY

FURNITURE

THAT MIXES

BOTH

FUNCTION

AND DESIGN.



Bed YUMI is personified by a
simple design. This upholstered

bed is perfect to create a
contemporary plush charm. It has

a luxurious softness with a modern
touch. Dimensions:

L.219xW.201xH.112 cm Size for a
mattress of 180 x 200 cm

Bed YUM Bed NORDIC 

If you ´re looking for
simplicity, then this bed

is perfect for you 



Bed with a
headboard with

straight lines and
thickened sections.

Horizontal or
vertical, both are
beautiful in their

simplicity.

Bed LINE 

Transform your master bedroom into a space of
true luxury with the Nereida bed.Dominated by
smooth geometric shapes and elegant lines, this
sophisticated bed is guaranteed to add instant
modernity to your bedroom of choice. An ideal
selection for an opulent master bedroom the

stunning velvet headboard will make a distinctive
contemporary statement.

Bed NEIRA 



 Bed upholstered in fabric/leather, with tufts,
sided by a wooden Candy bedside table, brought

together in a room with a refined touch. The
décor is complete with the burlesque lines of the

Biba bed bench, with wood legs. All upholstery
and finishes can be customized by client request.

Bed PARIS

Upholstery and
finishes can be
customized by

client request. Bed
Ursala, beautifully
elegantly finished
with a sleek detail
in the headboard

Bed URSULA



Those who love something
exclusive, something

special, should choose our
Charlotte bed. The sides of

the bed are over 15 cm
thick and the headboard

has a depth of 20 cm. High
quality for someone who

wants something different.

Bed CHARLOTTE

Bed with fabric/leather
upholstery

 and square patterns
on the headboard

Bed FERGIE



Bed Carrie. All upholstery
and finishes can be
customized by client

request. Optionally, this bed
is also available as a storage

bed. Choose how many
blocks you want 4 in a row
or 6 - it doesn't matter - we

will do it as you wish..

Bed CARRIE

If you are looking for a
floor-to-ceiling

headboard, the Zoe
bed is perfect for you.

Optional mirrors
behind the bedside

tables give it an even
more beautiful look.

Bed ZOE



HEADBOARD EXAMPLES

Headboards all
up to the ceiling

On the following pages we will show you some options of our
headboards(the same headboards can also be use for a bed)

Model PARIS

Model CROSS BLOCK



Model VINTAGE Model NORDICA Model Ursula 

Model EVA
Model CROSS

BLOCK Model 24 BLOCKS 



BOXSPRING
BEDS

We also specialize in the box spring beds.
Here just some examples: 

 
 



This box spring makes you feel like you're on
vacation, and you can put this bed together

entirely as you wish. 

Boxspringbeds in enough options, in a special
color or special size 200x220 ?

At Imperial it is all possible.

 
 



STORAGE BASE

Model
ESTHER



STORAGE BASE

These are just a few examples of a
storage  base with headboard 



Bases for beds or headboards. Here you will find a selection of different
models that you can choose as a base for a bed

Possible in any size ,fabric and as well the legs are available in various designs.

Boxspring bases



On the following pages you will find pictures of our beds from the shop and of
our satisfied customers.

Nordic style Boxspring 





The final touch for a luxurious look - you'll find that with us, too


